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ABSTRACT

The uncertainty of distributed generation energy has dramatically challenged the coordinated development of
distribution networks at all levels. This paper focuses on the multi-time-scale regulation model of distributed
generation energy under normal conditions. The simulation results of the example verify the self-optimization
characteristics and the effectiveness of real-time dispatching of the distribution network control technology at all
levels under multiple time scales.
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1 Introduction

Under the continuous deepening of energy technology energy policy and electricity marketization,
the distribution network must adapt to the requirements of renewable resources. The dynamic
distribution network has become a way of distribution network distributed energy planning. It enables
active management of large-scale distribution networks. The relatively complete grid-connected
control technologies for a single distributed power source mainly include PQ control, PV control
and droop control. These can not meet the dynamic control requirements of the power system.
Currently, many main problems of internal combustion engines, including fluid flow, combustion,
internal combustion engine performance calculation, component heat transfer and temperature field
calculation, lubrication, cooling system calculation, etc., have mature software available. And these
local problem models can be directly used. Scholars at home and abroad have researched distribution
network planning, including distributed energy sources or charging stations. Some scholars have
planned and analyzed the investment cost, active power loss and reliability of the distribution network
with distributed energy sources. Reference [1] used fuzzy variables to represent load and distributed
generation uncertainty. Scholars aim to minimize the unclear expected value and establish a fuzzy
optimal programming model. Reference [2] applied the improved particle swarm algorithm to the
problem of location and volume determination of distributed energy sources. Scholars verified the
effectiveness of the model and algorithm through simulation analysis. Reference [3] studied the optimal
installation location and capacity of distributed energy sources considering stochastic uncertainty.
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Some scholars have established a charging station planning model considering charging charac-
teristics, charging behavior, urban planning, transportation and power network, etc. Reference [4]
proposed the optimal location and constant capacity model of wind power and photovoltaics for
grid-connected electric vehicles and then uses Monte Carlo simulation to simulate. Reference [5]
established a distribution network planning model considering the optimization of charging station
layout but did not consider the uncertainty of renewable energy. Reference [6] thought constraints
such as setting and discharging efficiency and power balance of electric vehicle swapping stations and
proposed a unit combination optimization model but did not consider factors such as the environment.
Reference [7] takes the minimization of system cost and pollution discharge as the optimization
goal. The author fully considers demand response, energy storage, wind power, and photovoltaic-
related links to establish a ”source-grid-load-storage” coordination scheduling model. It adopts
a multiobjective particle swarm optimization algorithm to solve it. Reference [8] comprehensively
considered distributed energy, energy storage, and flexible loads to establish a multiobjective optimal
scheduling model related to renewable energy utilization, network loss, and user satisfaction. The
improved particle swarm algorithm is used for centralized optimization. Reference [9] analyzed the
feasibility and economy of connecting electric vehicles to the grid and optimized the optimal charging
and discharging of electric vehicles. This allows more EVs to be plugged into the grid, which can
be charged at a lower cost. Reference [10] integrated the load into the dispatching scope into a
hybrid control system for the wind and solar output accommodation problem. Scholars take optimal
economic dispatch as the objective function and combine intelligent optimization algorithms to solve
the objective function. It solves the random fluctuation problem of photovoltaic and wind power
output. This constitutes an independently controlled device. The system can meet both the demand
for electricity and the grid’s needs. First, the micro-energy dispatching network’s controllability refers
to the power grid’s overall single controllability. The control area of the entire network must be carried
out in a relatively dense area. The system lacks flexibility. Secondly, the management of the micro-
energy dispatching network pays more attention to autonomous administration in the control area,
which requires a higher-level network management organization to realize the optimal operation of
the access network. In addition, each micro-energy dispatching network requires a separate energy
management unit.

In this way, the needs of large-scale distribution networks can be well met, thereby improving the
overall utilization efficiency of the power market. This paper presents a dynamic energy optimization
method for distributed generation energy. This paper focuses on the optimal closed-loop control
performance in an optimization period in the future and introduces feedback correction. The method
proposed in this paper can timely and effectively correct the deviation of optimal scheduling results
caused by forecast errors and random factors. The manner in this paper can improve the precision of
optimal control. The experimental results in this paper achieve the goal of “multi-level coordination,
level-by-level refinement, feedback correction”and maximum consumption of intermittent distributed
power. Finally, this paper uses examples and simulation methods to test the technology proposed in
this paper.

2 Active and Reactive Power Coordination Scheduling Architecture Based on Distributed Power Sources

This paper divides the dynamic programming problem of multi-time-scale emotionally distributed
generation energy into several epoch problems. The coordination relationship between each step is
shown in Fig. 1.
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Figure 1: Peak shaving optimization structure of distributed power energy based on distributed energy

1) Day-ahead optimal allocation: According to the forecast of day-ahead load and renewable
energy, the optimal dispatch of active and reactive power of distributed generation energy is carried
out. The optimal scheduling for the previous day is to determine the operating conditions and activities
of the low-speed power units in the system for the next day. Low-speed dynamic devices mainly include
power load regulators (OLTCs), compensation capacitors, and interruptible loads. Restricted by the
production process and the device’s service life, the combination of power on-load voltage regulation
and capacitor components leads to the micro-energy grid’s limited feeding rate and daily feeding
quantity. Customers must be informed in advance to avoid unnecessary loss of power supply when
implementing interruptible loads. The warning period is usually 2 to 1 working day. Such adjustable
devices have a limited rate of adjustment. This method is not suitable for short-term scrolling and
real-time feedback correction.

2) Daytime rolling optimal scheduling: Due to the extensive forecast time range, the instability
factor of sustainable development and the considerable uncertainty of load forecasting, the forecast
accuracy gradually decreases. The former scheduling scheme is difficult to adapt to the requirements of
power balance. In the daily short-cycle rolling optimization, each cycle ΔT begins to forecast the power
generation and load of renewable energy in cycle MΔT . The system optimizes the optimal control of
this period and adjusts the power allocation scheme of resources other than the low-speed power plant.
In this process the system only completes the output of each regulating resource controlled once. At the
next point t0 +ΔT , the system reverses the time window by one step and performs the above steps. The
sustainable energy and load vary greatly in rolling optimization, which is calculated more accurately
than the least squares method.

3) Immediate correction: Although the fluctuation of renewable energy has a specific reduction in
the load load of distributed power sources, it is still the optimal scheduling method for an open loop.
In the smaller period Δt (Δt < ΔT), the daytime immediate feedback correction step is the sampling
step. Perform ultra-short-term and ultra-short-term forecasts on each sampling time’s current power
and load conditions. The system uses the active and reactive power of each adjustment mode in the
present time as the initial value and takes it as the optimal index. The system adjusts the output
of each adjustment method to the maximum through the optimal strategy. The plan establishes a
closed-loop optimal controller based on the latest ultra-short-term forecast error. It corrects the
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scheduling results caused by forecast errors and improves the dynamic optimization of the system.
For the sequence, start-up period and solution in the above periods, the system must be based on
the space-time difference of each control system in the distribution network. The system needs to be
adjusted appropriately according to its adjustment rate and other relevant operating characteristics.
This enables the coordination between each control system and each optimal link and ensures the
optimal state of the system.

3 Global Optimal Control Strategy in Long Time Scale

Based on the load forecast of the following dispatch period and the power forecast of intermittent
power, this paper uses the best optimal power algorithm to obtain the best allocation scheme of
each controlled system. This method requires much information, a complicated algorithm, and much
computation. It is suitable for overall optimal control of large volumes. This paper proposes an optimal
design method based on dynamic programming for the overall operation of distributed power sources.
The purpose is:

min K =
δ∑

t=1

(
Dk (t) ξk (t)ΔT +

n∑
i=1

Di (t) ξDM−i (t) ΔT

)
(1)

K is the optimal output power value. δ is the level of units that can be split throughout the
scheduling period. The number of individual distributed power outputs, energy storage unit outputs
and loads can be considered the same. ΔT is the duration of each work phase. Dk (t) and ξk (t) refer
to the node electricity cost and the production of the feeder at the t time. n is a controlled distributed
power source. Di (t) and ξDM−i (t) are the first to control the power and power output of the distributed
power supply at i nodes.

Each new renewable resource is considered to use Maximum Power Point Tracking (MPPT).
Under the assumed conditions, the system can ignore the benefits of saving and reducing energy
consumption, reducing costs. This indicator aims to consider and optimize the power supply demand
of distributed power sources. In this way, the purpose of total power consumption of distributed power
sources is achieved [7]. At the same time, because the grid price at peak time is higher than that at valley
time, more power output is allocated to the feeder than at peak time. This method can improve the
performance of the system. The optimal power flow constraints of distributed power sources are as
follows: On the premise that the power supply lines cannot be transmitted in reverse, the conditions are:⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

ξMi (t) − ξNi (t) = Ui (t)
n∑

j=1

[
Uj (t) · (

Mij cos
(
αij (t)

) + Aij sin
(
αij (t)

))]
i ∈ YA

ψMi (t) − ψNi (t) = Ui (t)
n∑

j=1

[
Uj (t) · (

Aij cos
(
αij (t)

) + Mij sin
(
αij (t)

))]
i ∈ YA

ξ
Mi

≤ ξMi (t) ≤ ξMi i ∈ YM

ψ
ϕi

≤ ψϕi (t) ≤ ψϕi i ∈ Yϕ

Ui ≤ Ui (t) ≤ Ui i ∈ YA

|Ii (t) | ≤ |I i|i ∈ Yλ

U1 (t) ≤ Ubus (t)

(2)
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YA is all nodes of a set. YM is a controlled set of decentralized electrical energy supplies. Yϕ is
the total non-energy source. Yλ is the general name for the branch. E is the power distribution of
the distributed power source i. ξ

Mi
and ξMi are its lower and upper limits. There are many kinds of

distributed power, and each active power’s upper and lower limits are very different [8]. The upper
and lower limits of the active power output of the battery pack depend on the grid-connected inverter
capability, as well as the selection of the battery pack. Other micro-energy dispatching networks, such
as gas turbines, fuel cells, etc. are relatively stable under the state of charge (SOC) during operation.
ψϕi (t) is the reactive output of reactive power source i. ψ

ϕi
and ψϕi are its lower and upper bounds.

Ui (t) is the voltage at the junction. Ui and Ui are their upper and lower limits. |I i| is the maximum
value of the branch flow Ii. U1 and Ubus are the voltage amplitudes at the end of the feeder and at
the end of the substation. The first two formulas in Eq. (2) satisfy the equality constraints of power
balance, and the third formula ensures no reverse transmission of power supply.

4 Regional Autonomous Control Strategy on Short Time Scale

The external conditions and load requirements of distributed power sources are constantly
changing. In this paper, a method of local autonomy is adopted for the dynamic characteristics of
distributed power sources to realize the emotional response of dynamic attributes of active distributed
power sources. At the same time, the system recognizes dynamic adjustment of dynamic load and
dynamic characteristics of intermittent power supply. Assuming the optimal power flow optimized
by the active distribution network, the target power ξ ∗

k at which the equalizer injects energy into the
feeder can be calculated in this paper. At the same time, this paper can obtain the target value ξ ∗

g of g
autonomous regions input energy to the feeder. ξk is the real power that the substation is converging
to the feeder. ξg is the value of work injected into feeder g.

Δξk represents the deviation of the actual value of the substation’s total power input feeder from
the overall optimal target. Δξg represents the deviation of the true value of the energy input into the
feeder from the autonomous region. Expressed explicitly by (3) and (4).

Δξk = ξk − ξ ∗
k (3)

Δξg = ξg − ξ ∗
g (4)

Through Eqs. (3) and (4), the regional autonomous control strategy in the short term can be
expressed as:

δgΔξk − Δξg = 0 (5)

δg is the power synergy factor that the region g participates in. All autonomous regions δg on
the feeder are reasonably configured according to the remaining capacity of the distributed power
resources within each independent subregion. In this control mode, the disturbance will be shared by
the respective autonomous area and equalization unit when the power disturbance occurs in the feeder.
The characteristics of this cooperative distribution method in the power disturbance in autonomous
and non-autonomous regions are entirely different. When the power disturbance D occurs in the
involuntary zone of the transmission line, it can be obtained:

Δξ = Δξk +
∑

Δξg (6)

From Eq. (6), it can be seen that after the autonomous control of each area is stabilized, if there
is Δξg = δgΔξk, then it can be obtained:
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Δξk = Δξ

1 + ∑
δg

(7)

Δξi = δgΔξ

1 + ∑
δg

(8)

It is assumed that the power disturbance Δξ > 0 occurs on the feeder, that is, the load increases
or the intermittent energy decreases in the involuntary area to achieve power balance. This results in
an increase in the power of the substation to the feeder by Δξ . The value on the left side of Eq. (5)
corresponding to the corresponding independent region is greater than 0. Each autonomous zone
increases the output of each decentralized power source in the zone, thereby increasing the power
Δξg injected into the feeder by each autonomous zone, while Δξk gradually decreases until Eq. (5)
is reached. Finally, this power disturbance is shared by the substation assembly and all autonomous
regions. Likewise, when the power disturbance Δξ < 0 occurs in the involuntary area of the feeder. The
load in the unintended area is reduced or the intermittent energy is increased to achieve power balance.
This results in a reduction in the power Δξ collected by the substation to the feeder, whereby the value
on the left side of Eq. (5) for the corresponding independent zone will be lower than zero. Thus the
power output of each decentralized power supply in the area of each autonomous region reduces the
power Δξg injected into the feeder. This allows Δξk to gradually increase until the requirements of
Eq. (5) are reached. And when the feeder power disturbance occurs in the autonomous area, that is,
Δξ = 0, each autonomous area will manage itself. This ensures that they inject power into the feeder.
Fig. 2 shows the principle of regional autonomous control of the active distribution network on a short
time scale [9].

Figure 2: The principle of regional autonomous control

DeadBand shown in Fig. 3 is a deadband processing component used to mask small disturbances
and prevent frequent control changes [10]. 1/

(
1 + sTg

)
is a simulation for signal delaying the sampling

loop. K (1 + 1/(sT)) is a constrained proportional-integrated controller. It is used to close-loop
control and constrain the power regulation of each autonomous zone. Its upper limits Δξ

upp
lim and

Δξ low
lim may be determined by the adjustment capability of all controllable distributed power sources

in the independent area. �ξg1, �ξg2, . . . , �ξgn is the optimal power adjustment of the optimal target
corresponding to each independent system [11].
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Figure 3: Short time scale active power optimization scheduling flow chart

5 Instance Simulation

Based on the IEEE3311 kV distribution network specification, this paper simulates and analyzes
it. In the example, this paper proposes two kinds of dynamic power systems: the slow change of wind
and photovoltaic; the sudden shift in wind and photovoltaic. Take 15 min as the maximum number of
steps on a larger scale. This paper uses the original dual interior point method to optimize the power
distribution and announces a new dynamic distribution system power distribution scheme after 1 h
[12,13]. This article is based on the power output over the corresponding time interval [14,15]. At the
same time, this paper uses M = N = 3 to carry out a rolling forecast to calculate the power of load,
wind power and photovoltaic power generation within 15 min. In this paper, the continuous quadratic
programming method is adopted, and the output power of the power system, such as load, wind and
solar energy, is used as the input variable. In this paper, the gain of the dynamic output power of the
system is obtained by the quadratic programming method. At the same time, the author adjusted the
power of the long-term distributed power system so that the system’s short-term output power and
long-term power output changed the most (Fig. 3) [16,17].

This article has re-planned the simulation example in Fig. 4. Fig. 4 shows the planned output
value of active work on a long-term scale. The experimental condition is an economic dispatch model
with the minimum operating power dispatch cost in the functional distribution network. Fig. 5 is a
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simulation diagram of short-term dynamic power output planning value. The model is short-time-
scale optimal scheduling to minimize scheduling costs [18]. The short-time scale optimal scheduling
takes the current actual active output of the system as the initial value of a new round of optimal rolling
scheduling and forms a closed-loop control. This model overcomes the uncertainty of the system
and wind power and photovoltaic. This way, the forecast value of the new round of active output
is more realistic. Short-time-scale optimal scheduling takes the minimization of scheduling cost as the
goal. This article has added this paragraph to the final draft. Fig. 6 shows the output value of each
controllable distributed power source on a short time scale [19].

Figure 4: Load, wind and PV forecast data

Figure 5: The planned value of active power output of each distributed power generation on a long-
term scale

Figure 6: Active power output of each distributed power source on the short time scale
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The conventional open-loop optimization algorithm can optimally estimate the load, wind power
and photovoltaic power generation in the optimal period at one time. The system allocates them
optimally. Figs. 7a–7c compared the optimal sorting methods combining conventional open-loop
and distributed energy [20–23]. A conclusion is drawn through simulation and analysis: this paper
uses the optimal scheduling of distributed generation energy. Its power variation law is consistent
with the power variation generated by the conventional open-loop optimal power flow algorithm, and
the optimization effect is similar. However, different from the traditional open-loop optimal power
flow allocation method, the rolling optimization scheme of power resources based on distributed
generation takes the change of power output power as its parameter [24,25]. The system realizes
the rolling optimization scheduling based on distributed power supply energy by feedback correction
through real-time measurement data. Its running process is more stable. It can effectively resolve the
fluctuations and uncertainties brought about by emergencies. The system ensures the stability of its
output power, reduces its mechanical loss and increases the life of the distributed power supply.

Figure 7: Comparison of optimized scheduling results
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6 Conclusion

This paper mainly studies the power load distribution problem in distributed power sources. It pro-
poses a long-term optimal power flow based on the active power output of distributed power sources as
the benchmark for the control scheme. This paper analyzes the power output of each controllable DG
energy source using a multi-stage rolling optimization method. The example calculation shows that
it is feasible to use this method to adjust the active power of distributed power sources. The dynamic
energy optimization method of distributed power sources proposed in this paper can be extended and
applied to distributed energy generation in microgrids and distribution planning and construction
of electric vehicle charging piles. There are still contents that can be further deepened in the current
research. Although the unit combination optimization model is discussed in this paper, factors such
as the environment are not considered. Because the output of intermittent distributed power is greatly
affected by natural elements, there is a significant prediction deviation in the existing prediction
methods. At the same time, this paper fails to carry out comprehensive, coordinated planning for the
distribution network, including distributed power generation and charging stations. This article only
plans from the perspective of distributed power supply. The starting point of the article has certain
limitations. The difference between the distributed power supply and the charging station planning
scheme will also affect the construction and transformation of the distribution grid. One step can
build a more accurate rolling forecast model for load, wind power and photovoltaic in model predictive
control. This way, the rolling optimization process is based on more precise input information to obtain
a more realistic active power output value.

In the future, it is necessary to deeply analyze the timing characteristics, frequency domain
characteristics, structural characteristics and supply and demand characteristics of participating
objects. At the same time, it is necessary to establish a comprehensive “source-network-load-storage”
coordination and dispatching model. When doing research on load aggregation modeling, this paper
needs to deeply study the coordination characteristics within the aggregator and establish a two-layer
interactive aggregation model. The regional scale should be fully evaluated when choosing an active
distribution network dispatch framework. At the same time, choose a more reasonable coordination
scheduling architecture.
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